
Survey 2009

Description of Survey

In November 2009, three surveys on the Eugene tango community’s preferences and desires for the 
future were conducted.  Seventy-eight surveys were completed covering the topics of “Why do you 
dance tango,” “What does your community need,” “What makes a good lead/follow?”  Demographics 
of respondents included nearly equal number of leads and follows (12 to 13).  Half the respondents 
danced from 1-4 years, while the rest were split between 5-9 years and 9+ years.  Twenty respondents 
were older than age 40.  

The surveys was coupled with a community conversation to discuss the state of the tango community 
and discuss ways that dancing in the community can be more enjoyable.  General results of the 
surveys were provided at the community conversation, and a complete summary of the results is 
provided here.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Survey 1. What would get you to dance more in Eugene?

The focus of this survey was to flesh-out what leads community members to dance more or less often.  
Several questions were asked, then complied to render these results under three specific headings.  

What would get you to dance more in Eugene?
   Rank  Response-(No. of Response)    

    1 Different groups coming together (9+1)
Organized information (9+)
Leads with better posture (9+)

    2 More milongas (8)
    3 Having a practice partner (7)
    4 Inclusiveness (6)
    5 Visiting instructors (5)
    6 Advance classes (3)

Guided practicas (3)
    7 Unguided practicas (2)
    Visiting Musicians and DJs (2)
    8  Informal gatherings (1)

Local festivals (1)

What reasons prevent/deter you from attending Eugene tango events?

 Rank Response-(No. of Response)    
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1 As the design of the surveys consists of closed and open-ended questions, 9+ indicates that these 
comments were made frequently, yet were not fully defined by the respondent’s response.
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    1 Snobbery, arrogance, cliquishness, gossiping (102)
    2 Leads not asking follows

Not dancing with new dancers
Unwelcoming atmosphere
Ageism
Sense of isolation

    3 Too many distractions, breaks,  and announcements
Money grubbing
Infighting
High boleoing

What leads to the possibility that you will dance less?
 Rank Response-(No. of Response)    

    1 Sense of isolation (6)
    2 Bad music (5)
    3 Other commitments (3)
    4 Invitations to dance not accepted (2)

Unfriendly/unwelcoming atmosphere (2)
    5 No dance partner

No leads want to dance with me
Poor alternative music
Non-social instructors

Survey 2. What does Eugene tango need?

What Eugene tango needs moves us from dancer’s habits to what community members specifically 
see can improve Eugene tango.  Two open-ended questions were posed to respondents.  Results show 
that community members favor opportunities to dance and practice, and expect inclusive, cooperative 
organization of events.

What does Eugene Tango need? 
 Rank Response-(No. of Response)    

    1 Milongas (9)
Practicas (9)

    2 Beginner classes (5)
Workshops/seminars (5)

    3 Visiting instructors (4)
    4 Networking Website (2)

Visiting DJs and Musicians (2)
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2 The question was left open, which lead to many respondents making multiple comments on the 
same subject.  However, these elements were explicitly highlighted by the respondents.
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Unguided practicas (2)
Intermediate and Advance classes (2)

    5 Group gatherings outside milongas (1)
Good organization (1)
Publicity, expositions, and outreach (1)
Dedicated space for events (1)
Unified calendars (1)
Support for teachers (1)
Creating connectedness among dancers (1)

Message to Instructors and Organizers.
 Rank Response-(No. of Response)    

    1 Inclusive and cooperative coordination of events
    2 Greet/welcome, facilitate dances for new people

Find and share a dedicated space for tango
Google calendar sharing links

Survey 3. What makes an enjoyable dance with leads and follows?

This section looks at what composes valued qualities in leads and follows.  Although there are many 
visible contrast, many of the highly ranked responses consisted of a lead/follow’s connection, 
musicality, comfortability in the embrace, balance, amiability, and playfulness.  Leads and follows 
differed greatest in how posture and creativity were valued.

Follows? 
 Rank Response-(No. of Response)   

    1 Connection (21)
    2 Musicality (15)
    3 Balance (13)
    4 Comfortability in embrace (9)
    5 Amiability (7)

Playfulness (7)
    6 Posture (6)
    7 Energy (5)
    8  Patience (3)3

Good hygiene (3)
    9 Disassociation/torsion (1)

Creativity (1)
Leads?
 Rank Response-(No. of Response)   
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3 When “Patience” is mentioned, I assume we are speaking of having patience with one’s partner.  
However, specifics were not provided that would give clarity to what this means.
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    1 Connection (20)
Musicality (20)

    2 Comfortability in embrace (11)
    3 Balance (10)
    4 Amiability (8)
    5 Playfulness (7)
    6 Creativity (5)

Energy (5)
    7 Patience (4)

Good hygiene (4)
    8  Posture (3)

Confidence (3)
    9 Disassociation/torsion (2)
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